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About This Game

Pew pew pew RETRO STYLE!
Shoot enemies, survive, gain lives and achieve the highest scores possible all in an old school vector style game.

START!
Control the TriBlaster in an unknown dimension and bring down your foes

The goal is to survive and achieve high scores.

LEVEL COMPLETE!
Retro-games were never easy, and this ain't changing. Go go go! There are 100 levels waiting for you!

ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED!
Completing levels isn't enough when you're a hardcore player, and what you need is more challenge, right?

Some of the achievements are hard to find.

GAME OVER!
The good old "Game Over" screen, can't live without it.

Features:
- Beam weapon based on how many resources you gather

- Jump back in space to avoid ennemies
- 100 levels
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Title: Triblaster
Genre: Indie
Developer:
oeFun, Inc.
Publisher:
oeFun, Inc.
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 1 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics (256MB)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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I did not get too far with this game, it was so\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I-N-G horrible. First
off you have to sit through 8 minutes of the credits EVERY time you start the game, no jumping right to the menu. The
graphics are REALLY bad, like something a game design student might produce as a freshman. voice acting is pure amateur,
the characters lips don' t even move. Mouse sensitivity is low, its like you are drunk or your connection is laggy. Controls are not
customizable WASD to move and thats it. This alone is a deal killer for the Munkey.

Go ahead and buy it, see for yourself what an awful, horrible peice of crap this is.. Overall Influent is a good concept, it just
needs to be taken to the next level. What I mean by this is that, it would be great if after you master most of the words you could
leave the house and go to different locations like a bar, restaraunt, grocery store, park, job, hospital, etc. to learn new words for
the proper locations and situations. Don't stop now, bring this learning game to the next level. This game is so bad, i
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hate it so much. The game controlling in general runs like complete
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The game is pretty much a clone of super meat boy, but ranked
up to nearly impossible with some of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t levels this game contains. I highly
advies that you do not spend you money on this game, it is absolutely terrible. I guess that's why it is only 49 cents, should have
been free. sequel to dat strange game.. its awesome *____*
menu is working fine with arrows and "z" key, noobs.
sometimes i have such states of mind when i want and i will play this game.
ty Dylan for making such games, they're beautyfully strange and mindfull + blending with hardcore and past century design
p.s.: separate thanks for Sisters of the Amniotic Lens - dat is MASTERPIECE!. My son suckered me into buying this. I Sent
him home to bed early and played 2.6 hours on my first try. If you liked trains as a child and loved the idea of having a very
large track layout in a room, then this is for you.

At first, the control scheme is a pain, the tutorial needs real help, and I didn't look for a tutorial either or notes on how to use
this simluator.

As far as it goes, the trigger is important on the controls:
Holding Trigger grabs objects and if you grabbed a table and while the control illuminates red, hit the trackpad once to unlock
and move then press tracks again while holding trigger and table to snap tables in place and on the floor. (its a pain at first but
feels very natural after getting the controller scheme figured out.)

Holding Trigger to an object and while gripping the controller at the same time deletes objects including table (it turns red and
brightens to max and deletes).

Holding trigger forms finger to press buttons on virtual controls and virtual drawer.

gripp one controller in air to move height or direction by moving your arm.
grip 2 controllers at the same time and swing your arms around side to side to rotate room.

lots of wierd combination but once you figure out what these do during gameplay, you then realise it is one overlooked piece of
simulation that needs your attention. After figuring out controller scheme, it feels very natural.

Another trick. Holding a piece of pavement and over a table with trigger hold, while holding trigger, I hit the track pad and
sprinkle the pavement on the table like parmesan cheese on spaghetti. So cool.

Right now, I'm trying to figure out how to divert my son's attention so I can add more hours into this simulator. I ended up really
liking it.. Oppai-defenders for life
. Fun Game so far but   Do Not Buy

Bethesda withheld the information that the game uses Denuvo Anti-Tamper until 24 hours before release. Bethesda
also withheld the information that both the pre-order content and Deluxe Edition content require a 3rd-party 
Bethesda.net account until 24 hours before release on the game's Steam page. Because the main game can be played without a
Bethesda account but the DLC content cannot, this in effect holds paid for content hostage until you create a Bethesda.net
account. Bethesda's own website does not mention the need for a Bethesda account on their own support page on System
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requirements (as of 1:40 AM Central Time May 14th 2019, 3.7 hours after release. Withholding this information which would
have impacted pre-order sales until right before release should be considered a form of fraud\/false advertising. Both measures
would have taken more than a day to add to the game's code and Bethesda would have known about it for a substantial amount
of time before release. The only reason to have withheld this info would be to prevent the inclusion of these requirements from
affecting pre-orders. This is greedy and unethical corporate behavior.

TLDR: Good Game but Bethesda withheld critical game info until 24 hours before release in order to gain more pre-orders and
are now holding extra content hostage until you create a Bethesda account

  Addendum: As a response to comments, let me clarify:

 A: The ease of creating a Bethesda account or the need to do so, as well as the inclusion of 3rd party DRM are not the
issue that I am raising. It is the fact that the need create an account and the inclusion of additional DRM was hidden
until 24 hours prior to release. The only logical reason to for the Publisher to withhold this information was to protect
pre-order sales. I and I suspect many others, waited until system requirements were released before pre-ordering the
game. The appropriate time time for this information to be released would have been when the system requirements
were released. I know of many people who would have not pre-ordered the game just because it uses Denuvo or
requires yet another account to be created. Even after release, the official Bethesda support site article on system
requirements does not mention the need for a Bethesda Account (found at 
https:\/\/help.bethesda.net\/app\/answers\/detail\/a_id\/41842\/~\/what-are-the-system-requirements-for-rage-2-on-pc%3F ).

  B: As for Denuvo, it is well within reason for a company to want to protect their product from piracy. I do not begrudge the
Publisher for including 3rd party DRM. Instead I begrudge them for withholding information on it until 24 hours prior to the
games release.

  C: As for reviewing the game itself, so far I have found it fun and enjoyable. I am only recommending that you not buy this
product due to the way the publisher withheld important information about the product almost to the last minute. It is my
opinion that this corporate behavior should not be rewarded by giving a review that is encouraging others to buy the product.. Its
an Interesting game with a few nice concepts and details, But thats about it.
If you are a true fan of simulators and realisum, this is not for you. all the tractors are weird, they look more like cartoon
tractors than the real thing. The loaders are terrible, being unable to rotate the loader tool\/bucket or simply changing tools
makes moving bales difficult or anything else for that matter and unrealistic. The graphics are very good at giving you a headace
and the sounds are in your face and the annoying.
Nothing feels right in this game.
Buy farming simualtor instead. I must a played FS for more than a 1000 hours and its a much better game.
. Doesn't really work very well with own music and not worth the eight dollars.
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Switch hunting goes way overboard. Levels are interconnected by portals unlike Heretic. When pulling a switch in a particular
area god knows what door has been opened up. You will need to travel back to maps which have been explored already and re-
explore those to see what door has been unlocked. There are multiple doors for each key. These doors are scattered across these
interconnected levels. Once you got a key you already forgot where each of the related doors are located and the backtraveling
begins again.

I never managed to beat this game as a kid and I'm still unable to beat it without the help of youtube. There are just too many
doors, keys and switches in this game. If you enjoy exploring every nook and cranny of a map multiple times, then this might be
right up in your alley, it's definitely not for me. Strife, which also made use of a hubworld, did a better job at streamlining
switch hunting. The atmosphere, weapons and graphical details are better than Heretic but the lack of streamlining of puzzles
and switch hunting kills it for me.. eh its ok could use a better *fake the internet system*i had to restart my computer 3 timees
to reconnect to the internet(my internet). Great story with choices that actually matter. I will alawys remember theses games
fondly.. Worst game I played so far on steam.

At least the agony was quick:
Start the game.
Press Tab
Spam 1,2
Finish the game with 100% acievements in 20 seconds.
Uninstall.
Cry in the bed feeling violated.

(I had this... erm... gamelike thing... minialized in the tray for 4,30min just to write this review.. This game made me want to
hurl after about 10 minutes. Also, the world is not very detailed, and is small.. This is one of the most High Quality Visual
Novels I've played yet. The amount of options in configuration alone is staggering. It's so polished, everything looks and
functions great! I'm absolutely loving it so far! You can tell the devs and publisher really care about their products because they
actually took the time to include the +18 patch free on the store page as DLC and they built dual language into the game so you
can play in both English and Japanese and even have them display simultaneously so it's a godsend for anyone trying to learn
Japanese. This is what I mean by top quality. They're setting the bar for other Visual Novel publishers already. I'd love to see
this become the new standard for VNs. Oh it also has the option to display in HD 16:9 btw.. Cute little game with nice graphics
and a unique world, but it feels unfinished due to lackluster story and characters (and bugs).

For what you pay, the time you can play it without getting bored is definitely insufficient, also in my short playtime I
encountered a few really annoying bugs – one of which leaves me unable to finish an achievement.

Can’t recommend unless it gets more story and less bugs (or a cheaper price).. Great game. One of my favorites in VR. Very
clever and immersive gameplay. This game doesn't give me motion sickness
even in the "follow" mode where you're flying behing the duck which I use quite often.

click the trigger to teleport to the duck and hold it to follow works very well . You find yourself teleported to some wonderful
vantage points. Speaking of which the graphics are gorgeous but a bit performance heavy.

The game is very immersive in VR. Definite keeper.
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